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RESUMO 

 

O cancro colorretal é o segundo cancro mais mortal no mundo ocidental, apesar de, caso detetado 

relativamente cedo, ter uma alta chance de cura. Os exames de despiste são, então, uma das mais 

importantes formas de prevenir este tipo de cancro ou de possibilitar a sua deteção numa fase inicial. 

Há décadas que a colonoscopia é o mais importante e mais utilizado exame de rastreio para o cancro 

colorretal, mas, recentemente, a colonografia por TAC foi designada pela American Cancer Society a 

técnica imagiológica mais apropriada para fazer o rastreio do cancro colorretal. Ainda assim, tem 

algumas limitações devido ao facto de se utilizar uma interface 2D para interagir com um volume 3D. 

O cólon é um órgão com várias inflexões e que apresenta ao longo da sua extensão pregas no seu 

interior, fazendo com que a navegação neste seja difícil, e se feita na configuração mencionada 

anteriormente, a sua dificuldade seja ainda mais acentuada.  

Para superar as limitações inerentes às interfaces 2D convencionais, a sensação de imersão visual 

proposta pela tecnologia de realidade virtual promete uma melhoria na leitura da imagem e perceção 

3D. O objetivo desta tese é avaliar se a realidade virtual é um meio adequado para a colonografia por 

TAC, ou seja, se ajuda na perceção 3D e se promove uma interpretação mais efetiva da anatomia 

específica do paciente. Para isso, foi desenvolvido um protótipo multiescala em realidade virtual que 

imita a colonografia por TAC.  

Para validar a viabilidade e usabilidade do protótipo, dois diferentes estudos, um com profissionais e 

outro com leigos, foram efetuados. Os resultados de ambos os testes foram bastante positivos, cada 

um na sua singularidade. O teste dos leigos ajudou-nos a entender melhor a navegação em espaços 

confinados virtuais e o feedback do teste com profissionais mostrou-nos que este protótipo é uma 

contribuição viável para o campo do diagnóstico por imagem e pode ainda ser aplicado noutros 

cenários.  

Palavras-chave: Colonografia por TAC; Realidade virtual; HTC Vive; Navegação em 

espaços confinados; Cancro colorretal; Interface multiescala. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Colorectal cancer is the second most deadly cancer in the western world, even though it has a high rate 

of cure, if detected early. Screening procedures are one of the most important ways of preventing this 

type of cancer, especially for detection at an early stage. 

Colonoscopy has been the golden standard for screening colorectal cancer for decades, but, recently, 

CT Colonography has been classified as the leading imaging technique for CRC screening by the 

American Cancer Society (ACS). Still, it has some limitations that arise from the fact that it is uses a 2D 

interface to interact with a 3D volume. The colon is an organ that has several inflections and along its 

extension exhibits numerous colonic haustral folds in its interior, making it hard to navigate, and if done 

in the previously mentioned setup, its difficulty is even more exacerbated. 

To surpass the limitation of conventional 2D interfaces, the sense of visual immersion offered by VR 

technology carries the promise to improve image reading and 3D perception. The goal of this thesis is 

to verify if VR is a suitable medium for CT Colonography, namely whether eases 3D perception and 

promotes a more effective interpretation of patient-specific anatomy. To achieve this, a multiscale virtual 

reality system that mimics CT Colonography was created.  

To validate the viability and usability of the application, two different studies, one with professionals and 

the other with laypeople, were carried out. The results from both tests were very positive in their own 

way. The feedback from the medical professionals showed it to be a viable contribution to the diagnostic 

imaging field, one that can even be applied to other settings, while the other test helped us to better 

understand VR navigation, especially, in space-confined environments. 

Keywords: CT Colonography; Virtual reality; HTC Vive; Confined-space navigation; 

Colorectal cancer; Multiscale interface. 
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CHAPTER I 

1 Introduction 

 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer-related death in the western world with, 

an estimated 1.4 million new cases every year worldwide, half of which end in death (Ferlay et al. 2015). 

The preferred method of colonic examination for diagnostic purposes is optical colonoscopy. This 

diagnostic procedure examines the full length of the large bowel by inserting a fiber optic camera on a 

flexible tube into the rectum, while also creating opportunities for biopsying suspected tissue, for 

posterior examination under the microscope and/or the removal of pre-cancerous lesions (polypectomy). 

However, this procedure has many contraindications that patients often dislike, such as, bowel cleansing 

and general anesthesia (Levin et al. 2011), besides being expensive. These disadvantages led to the 

introduction of CT colonography (CTC), which can offer these patients a better alternative, due to 

significantly reduced side effects, while being almost as good a diagnostic tool (Barish, Soto, and 

Ferrucci 2005; De Haan et al. 2011; Pickhardt et al. 2011). Yet, its purpose is not to replace standard 

colonoscopy, rather complement it by providing extra information. CT Colonography includes a CT scan 

whilst filling the bowel with air and carbon dioxide and the ingestion of contrast medium. After the 

physical procedure, the CT images are converted to a 3D model with a rendered surface that can be 

visualized, either from both outside and inside. 

While analyzing CTC content, the radiologist works in the current standard workstation, i.e., desktop, 

monitor, mouse and keyboard; however, using a 2D display to analyze 3D structures can lead to missing 

information (Mirhosseini et al. 2015). Since the colon has a twisted natural structure and numerous 

colonic haustral folds, the inner endoluminal view is very challenging by itself, and if done in the 

previously mentioned setup, its difficulty is even more exacerbated. There are benefits in using 

immersion to analyze scientific datasets by employing virtual reality (VR) (Kuhlen and Hentschel 2014), 

which would, hypothetically, translate into a faster procedure and, possibly, a higher number of lesions 

found. 

Therefore, the main questions in this thesis are: (1) Does VR help to better visualize, read and 

understand the information that exists in both CT images and a 3D model of the colon when compared 

to the conventional setting? (2) Does VR help to identify occult polyps? (3) What is the best way to 

navigate inside the 3D reconstructed model of the colon?  

To answer these questions, an interactive VR system was developed which simulates CTC in an 

immersed virtual reality world. Furthermore, we sought to better understand how do specialists in this 

area respond to this kind of setup, how it can be improved and determine the best and most natural 

navigation technique that can be applied to a confined virtual reality space.    
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1.2 BACKGROUND 
 

1.2.1 ANATOMY OF THE LARGE INTESTINE 
 

The large intestine is the terminal segment of the gastrointestinal tract; it extends for about 1.5 – 1.8 

meters from the end of the ileum, by the ileocecal junction, to the anus. It is commonly referred as the 

combination of the cecum, colon, rectum and anal canal.   

 

Figure 1.1 -  Large intestine and its structures. Adapted from (Seeley, Stephens, and Tate 2004). 

The cecum is a pouchlike structure in the initial portion of the large intestine located in the right iliac 

fossa, the point where the final portion of the small intestine makes the ileocecal transition to the large 

intestine.  

The colon is divided into four parts: ascending, transverse, descending and sigmoid. The ascending 

colon starts at the cecum and ends at the hepatic flexure, just under the surface of the right lobe of the 

liver. The transverse colon extends from the hepatic flexure to the splenic flexure. This segment has a 

largely horizontal orientation, but it displays many variations in U, V, or even in W. The descending tract 

extends from the left colic flexure (splenic flexure) to the superior opening of the true pelvis, where it 

becomes the sigmoid colon. The sigmoid colon forms a S-shaped tube that extends into the pelvis and 

ends at the rectum. It is in the colon, and in all its subsections, that chyme is transformed into feces 

through water absorption and mucus secretion. The longitudinal smooth muscles that form the large 

intestine are arranged into bands called taniae coli that contract to produce pouches called haustras. 

The rectum is a muscular tube that starts at the end of the sigmoid colon and ends at the anal canal. 

Its muscular tunic is relatively thick compared to the rest of the digestive tract. 

The anal canal begins at the inferior end of the rectum and ends at the anus, covering about 2-3 cm. 

Its muscle layer is even thicker than that of the rectum and at the superior end of the canal it forms the 
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internal anal sphincter, while at the inferior end of the canal, skeletal muscle forms the external anal 

sphincter. 

 

1.2.2 COLORECTAL CANCER  
 

There are many types of cancer and even more subtypes. Cancer begins in the most basic unit of life, 

the cell, and, in a simpler way, it occurs when a cell or a group of cells grow in an unusual manner and 

without any order. Just like the other organs of the human body, the large intestine is composed by 

various different types of cells. When these cells grow into abnormal masses of tissue, they are called 

nodules or tumors. Benign tumors are not cancer; they can be removed, and, normally, will not be a 

problem again. Malignant tumors, in the other hand, can invade and damage surrounding tissues. If 

grown too large, such cells can reach some sort of stream of liquid tissue, like the bloodstream or the 

lymphatic tissue, penetrate the walls and travel to other organs, distant from the primary tumor. This 

phenomenon is called metastasis. When this happens, the new tumor that develops belongs to the 

same cell kind as the primary tumor (Seyfried and Huysentruyt 2013).  

The carcinogenesis process in the large intestine begins with the proliferation of genetically altered 

epithelial cells, creating clusters of abnormal cells.  The niches that result from these clusters are called 

aberrant crypt foci and represent the initial phase of dysplasia. The continuous expansion and 

proliferation of said crypts leads to the appearance of polyps.  

Normally, polyps are an indication of cancer, being more of a pre-cancerous lesion. In fact, polyps are 

common in humans: at autopsy, 60% of men and 40% of women manifest polyp growth (Winawer et al. 

2003). The colorectal carcinogenesis features a more specific polyp, the adenoma polyp; that is why 

this phenomenon is called the adenoma-carcinoma sequence.  

 

Figure 1.2 - Progression of polyp to cancer. Adenoma-carcinoma sequence. Adapted from 
(http://hopkinscoloncancercenter.org). 

The prevalence of adenomas in the general population is 30-50% and increases with age (Pendergrass 

et al. 2009), but only 1-3% of all adenomas ever became malignant (Bujanda et al. 2010).  Even with 

such odds, the adenoma-carcinoma sequence, the sequence that promotes the proliferation of the 

cancer, can take up to 10-15 years in normal, sporadic cancers (Dekker and van Gulik 2005). When 

http://hopkinscoloncancercenter.org/
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growing, these adenomatous polyps are mainly known as benign tumors and cannot invade nor migrate 

through the body. They can be removed through endoscopic techniques.  

Risk Factors 

There are several factors that influence the development of colorectal cancer; however, it is estimated 

that about 70% of colorectal cancers are related to lifestyle issues (Siegel et al. 2017). The incidence is 

similar in both gender and starts to increase after the age of forty (White et al. 2014), but it is after fifty 

that the number increases exponentially, representing about 90% of colorectal cancers.  

The risk of colorectal cancer also increases with higher body mass index (Hanyuda et al. 2016), due to 

poor eating habits, such as low vegetable and fiber consumption and excessive consumption of sugar, 

carbohydrates and red meat; low physical activity also promotes the formation of a higher body mass. 

The adoption of a balanced regimen, like the Mediterranean diet, has shown to decrease as much as 

20% of the colorectal cancers (Farinetti et al. 2017).  

For individuals with a personal history of adenomatous polyps in the family, the risk of this cancer is 

higher than normal. Also, having an inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), like Ulcerative Colitis or Crohn’s 

disease, has been associated with a higher risk of colorectal malignancy, mainly because of the chronic 

inflammation that the disease provokes (Jawad, Direkze, and Leedham 2011).  

The hereditary history is of great importance, because 15-25% of colorectal cancers are classified as 

hereditary (Jasperson et al. 2011). The familial adenomatous polyposis syndrome and the hereditary 

colorectal cancer non-associated with polyposis (Lynch Syndrome) are autosomal disorders, which 

means that a mutation occurs in the DNA repair sequence. Familial adenomatous polyposis is 

characterized by the development of multiple adenomatous polyps, the result of a mutation in the 

adenomatous polyposis coli gene.  

 

Screening 

As previously stated, 70% of colorectal cancer forms are due to lifestyle issues. Thus, the primary way 

to prevent this type of cancer is to advise the population into adopting healthier lifestyles. Almost 50% 

of colorectal cancers are preventable (Colditz et al. 2000). The secondary way is screening.  

Considering that it takes up to 15 years for normal tissue to transform into a malignant cancer, most pre-

cancerous lesions can be removed before actually becoming cancer. When discovered at an early time 

and stage, i.e. localized disease, the 5 year-survival is over 90% (Howlader et al. 2007), therefore the 

existence of a regular and efficient screening program is paramount, alongside good screening tools. 

As we can see in Fig. (2.3), the development of better screening tools and a more frequent screening in 

patients, coupled with the emergence of better treatments, has led to lower incidence and mortality 

numbers. 
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Figure 1.3 - Incidence and mortality from 1975 until 2013, divided in 3 ranges of age. Data 
extracted from (Siegel et al. 2017).  

 

1.2.3 COLONOSCOPY 
 

Colonoscopy is the golden standard for screening the large bowel. It is an invasive procedure, where it 

is introduced, from the anus to the cecum, the colonoscope, Fig. (2.4), which allows for the visualization 

of the entire colon. This procedure can also comprise the removal of tissue, by biopsying suspected 

tissue, and even the removal of polyps. It necessitates an intestinal preparation, which consists in a very 

strict, dietary fiber, one or two days before the procedure, followed by the ingestion of a laxative solution 

to clean the intestinal tract. This preparation is essential to obtain valid results, otherwise the 

colonoscopy might be discontinued, sometimes even at mid-procedure, and the whole preparation 

repeated for a new colonoscopy. The patient, in most cases, is under sedation or even general 

anaesthesia; should that not be possible, there will be some discomfort or even pain during the 

procedure, due to the air-blowing or tissue removal. The specificity of this technique is not static and a 

new imaging technique known as magnification chromocolonoscopy, is being accepted as superior in 

detecting neoplastic lesions (Maillard et al. 2008). 
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Figure 1.4 - (A) Colonoscope used in the colonoscopy procedure; (B) Removal of a polyp 
during the colonoscopy procedure (polypectomy).  

Colonoscopy is quite time consuming; it requires days of preparation before the examination, while the 

procedure itself requires some time for the anaesthesia preparation, followed by the exam itself, an hour 

of rest after emergence, and finally, the patient’s recovery at home, if needed. Besides that, the patient 

needs to be accompanied to be able to return home since driving after an anaesthesia procedure is not 

recommended. This technique relies on the skill and expertise of the technician, since it is not an 

automated exam. The completion rate of this procedure ranges from 75 – 99%, depending on individual 

anatomy, e.g., blind spots that make the handling of the colonoscope too risky, due to perforation 

danger, and the doctor’s experience. In Portugal, only medical gastroenterologists are qualified to 

perform endoscopic techniques after specialized training in the area. 

Besides the already discussed drawbacks of this technique, namely the preparation that the patient is 

subjected to, and the time it consumes, it also has some technical limitations, for the identification of the 

polyps as benign or malign, it requires a biopsy followed by histological analysis. The combination of 

new techniques, like magnification chromocolonoscopy and narrow band imaging (NBI), allows for 

histological observation in vivo, Fig. (2.5), besides highlighting damaged areas by contrast (Emura et al. 

2007).  

 

Figure 1.5 - (A) Polyp presence in the transverse colon; (B) NBI view of the polyp; (C) 
Magnifying NBI view of the polyp. Adapted from (Emura, Saito, and Ikematsu 2008) with WJG 

permission. 
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1.2.4 CT COLONOGRAPHY 
 

CT Colonography (CTC), more widely known as Virtual Colonoscopy (VC), is a non-invasive alternative 

to conventional colonoscopy, capable of evaluating the colon and rectum. It allows a 3D visualization of 

the colon and the identification of lesions, such as polyps or carcinomas. The typical pipeline for a 

generic CTC system is as follows: 

 

Figure 1.6 - CT Colonography procedure pipeline.  

The patient follows a colon-cleansing regimen similar to that done for the traditional colonoscopy 

screening. The presence of feces or fluid may hide some lesions, sometimes covering a polyp, 

sometimes even looking like a polyp, and generally making a correct diagnosis more difficult.  

 

Figure 1.7 – (A) Untagged stool piece; (B) Same stool piece on the 3D virtual colon model. 
Adapted from (Min et al. 2009) with author's permission. 

On the day of the procedure, a drug is administered to relax the intestinal smooth muscle. There is no 

need for sedation, the patient just needs to perform brief intervals of apnea for image acquisition. A 

catheter is also inserted into the anus a catheter for intestinal insufflation with air or carbon dioxide, in 

order to expand the colon. While this is the more common way of doing contrast, contrast liquid can be 

ingested, sometimes even at the same time as the air insertion. After the first acquisition in supine 

position, the same process is repeated for the prone position. Both positions are required, since polyps 

may be concealed by residual fecal matter or by the contrast liquid in one direction. These are typically 
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low-dose, or even ultra-low dose scans, in order to minimize exposure to radiation, since it has been 

concluded that low-dose CT resolution is adequate to reveal most significant polyps in colorectal scans 

(van Gelder et al. 2004), Fig. (2.7). After the procedure, the patient can go home, with no help and no 

recovery period needed. A software renders the CT images, creates a 3D model and applies a centerline 

curve. Then, a radiologist can analyse the images with various methods, previously explained in the 

literature review section and with several features, such as, fecal tagging, computer-assisted detection, 

prone and supine positions, etc. 

 

Figure 1.8 – Images of 15-mm polyp at colonoscopy and at CT Colonography with five different 
doses, 100mAs, 25mAs, 6.3mAs, 1.6mAs and at 0.4mAs. It goes from left to right and up to 
down. Image quality dimishes, but the polyp remains visible. Adapted from (van Gelder et al. 

2004) with Radiology permission. 

1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The following literature review focuses on navigation techniques used in conventional CT Colonography 

procedure and their limitations, on the role of virtual reality in the diagnostic imaging area, on virtual 

reality navigation and on what has been done and what is left to do in terms of VR/CTC combination.  

 

1.3.1 CTC NAVIGATION TECHNIQUES ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAYS 
 

Fly-Through Visualization Method 

The Fly-Through visualization method is the standard navigation method for CT colonography. It 

simulates the conventional optical colonoscopy by following a planned path, that can either start in the 

rectum and progess through the virtual large intestine towards the cecum, which is called antegrade, or 

a reverse path (i.e, from cecum to rectum), called retrograde. It was first proposed in the academic work 

of Lichan Hong (Hong et al. 1995); since then, numerous commercial products have emerged that utilize 

and prefer Fly-Through visualization method. Radiologists tend to prefer this type of visualization due to 

its similarities with colonoscopy and the fact that it is in some way more easy to learn.  
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Figure 1.9 - Standard view of the Fly-Through visualization method. Adapted from (Radiology 
2016). 

Flattening Visualization Method  

Just like traditional colonoscopy, the previous visualization method, the Fly-Through, can miss potential 

polyps that are hidden behind and/or inside haustral folds. This happens because when the user is 

moving in one direction, e.g., antegrade Fly-Through, the user can only see the colorectal tissue that is 

displayed by the normal scope of the viewing camera. Consequently, polyps that are not on this limited 

visible tissue can be missed, Fig. (1.2.A). With CTC Fly-Through, there are only two ways to solve this 

issue: stop the Fly-Through every time there is a big haustral fold and rotate the camera to the back of 

said fold or, the second one, move again inside the colon, but this time in the opposite direction, the 

retrograde Fly-Through. Stopping on every fold takes too much time and is, in some cases, unrealistic 

in terms of an efficient diagnosis. The second possible solution, while less time-consuming, is a process 

that involves too much redundancy. Also, even when performing both Fly-Throughs, there can be 

regions in the colorectal tissue that are not visible from either direction, as we can see in Fig. (1.2.B). 

The previous reasons made clear that CTC needed some way of displaying a full virtual view of the 

large intestine, so that redundancy would be avoided and less polys would be missed. Colorectal 

flattening was proposed in 2000, in (Haker et al. 2000). The group involved in this research visualized 

the colon as a cylindrical surface and mapped it as a rectangular surface.  
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Figure 1.10 - (A) Two polyps different sides of a haustral fold; (B) Cross cut of large intestine 
showing the camera field of view for antegrade and retrograde CTC Fly-Through. Adapted from 

(Vos et al. 2003) with Radiology permission. 

 

Figure 1.11 - Segmented colon and flattened representation. Adapted from (Haker et al. 2000) 
with (© 2000, IEEE) permission 

This solution is far from perfect, since the algorithms used in the colon flattening are prone to errors, 

due to the complexity of the 3D model. While the earlier algorithms used in colon flattening could 

preserve angular geometry, they had limitations in terms of providing accurate information of the 3D 

inner colon wall, because they lacked undulating topography, i.e., relied too much on the 2D 

representation. Nowadays the strategy is to provide, not a 2D interface, but a 2.5D representation of the 

colon (Wang et al. 2015).  
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Figure 1.12 - 2.5D effects of the flattening model. Adapted from (Wang et al. 2015) with author’s 
permission. 

Still, this topic is continuously under investigation, in order to find better algorithms to make the 

representation of the colon flattening more real. (Wang et al. 2015) does an excellent job at summarizing 

all important techniques for colon flattening, with their respective strengths and limitations, while also 

creating its own technique.  

 

Unfolded Cube Projection Visualization Method 

The flattening techniques developed have reduced the need for redundant visualization by displaying 

all the information in one image, but that might not be an easy visual experience. It can be difficult to 

understand what the two-dimensional image would correspond to on a three-dimensional model without 

proper training.  

The unfolded cube projection visualization method is another method for colon visualization that was 

proposed in 2003, in (Vos et al. 2003). It employs six camera normals that move together through the 

centerline of the model. These cameras are all orthogonal to each other and, while one of them is 

oriented in the antegrade direction, another one points at the retrograde direction, causing all views of 

the colon to be projected on the inside of a cube. This cube is then unfolded to show all possible views 

of the colon from every centerline position. 

 

Figure 1.13 - (A) Six views of the unfolded cube technique. a,b view forward and backward as in 
Fly-Through navigation, while the remaining 4 view the sides of the colon; (B) Unfolded cubic 

rendering of the six cameras. Adapted from (Vos et al. 2003) with Radiology permission. 
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This method of visualization being a more easy to perform approach is subject to each user. The layout 

of the projections can be time consuming, since now the user needs to scan each side of the unfolded 

cube. So, unfolded cube projection visualization solves most of the ‘hidden polyps’ problems of the Fly-

Through, but proper diagnosis still takes considerable time. 

 

Fly-Over Visualization Method 

The Fly-Over is the visualization technique that tries to solve the Fly-Through’s limitations. It was 

introduced by (Falk, Farag, and Hassouna 2006) in 2006. In this navigation mode, the colon is divided 

in two halves by the centerline; then, a virtual camera is assigned to each half. By analyzing the volume 

in a perpendicular perspective, the surface coverage increases significantly, since now the visualization 

of every fold, back and forward, is carried out almost compulsorily, achieving a higher sensitivity. If a 

polyp is cut in half during the splitting phase, a split orientation can occur, and the navigation is done 

again. 

 

Figure 1.14 - Illustration of the Fly-Over navigation technique. Colon is split in two halves and 
then each half is assigned a virtual camera to perform the navigation. Adapted from (Falk et al. 

2006) with Springer permission. 

(Falk et al. 2006) reports an increase from 93% of surface visibility in Fly-Through from both navigation 

directions (antegrade and retrograde) vs 99% in Fly-Over in one direction only.  

Nowadays, even though the Fly-Over visualization technique provides a higher surface visibility and an 

equally good sensitivity, most CTC software, i.e, V3D-Colon (Viatronix 2015), syngo.CT Colonography 

(Siemens Healthineers 2017), etc., only utilize Fly-Through, flattening technique and the unfolded cube 

visualization. The reason for this relies on the fact that this visualization method is patented with 

publication number ‘US8014561 B2’. 
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1.3.2 VIRTUAL REALITY AND DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING 

 

Virtual reality has been used in several components in medicine, namely rehabilitation (Rodrigues-

Baroni et al. 2014), medical education (Codd and Choudhury 2011; Nicholson et al. 2006), and even 

surgical planning and training (Shanmugan et al. 2014; De Visser et al. 2011). On all these areas, virtual 

reality has been a good and positive technological addition, allowing for faster results in each of them. 

However, an area that remains notoriously behind, is diagnosis via VR. 

More than one hundred radiologists participated in two studies (Rumreich and Johnson 2003; Siegel et 

al. 2000) which concluded that the most important factor for radiologist productivity is good room lighting, 

while the negative aspect of productivity is insufficient space and the number of monitors needed. (King 

et al. 2016) suggested the creation of a portable and low-cost VR application for unlimited 2D image 

slices; however, this work did not consider the creation of a volume of medical images, and the gamepad 

used was not appropriate and hard for inexperienced users. (Sousa et al. 2017) worked on the same 

premise as the previous work, but innovated by introducing 3D control of medical images by means of 

a multi touch frame, Fig. (1.7). Even though medical doctors are often known to be resistant to new 

technological advances (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet 2007), all participants in the referred study were 

enthusiastic about the prototype created. Both works concluded that VR might be the way to overcome 

difficulties described by radiologists in their day-to-day work, besides providing higher-quality and faster 

diagnosis, at least in testing environments. 

 

Figure 1.15 - (A) VR setup to imaging diagnostic. (B) Virtual medical images. Adapted from 

(Sousa et al. 2017) with author’s permission. 

 

1.3.3 NAVIGATION IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS 

 

To explore and understand virtual environments, one must have ways of interacting with the virtual 

content. (Bowman and Laviola 1999) believes that all interaction methods belong to three main classes: 

navigation, manipulation and system control. They do another division in terms of navigation, this time 
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into five different metaphors for travel interaction techniques: physical movement, manual viewpoint 

manipulation, steering, target-based travel and route planning.  

Physical movement is the most natural, since it requires the user to walk around a tracked workspace. 

To explore large and long virtual environments that are bigger than the workspace, treadmill-like devices 

(Darken, Cockayne, and Carmein 1997; Fung et al. 2006) or walking in place (Bruno et al. 2017; 

Krassowski et al. 1999) can be used to affect virtual locomotion. 

 

Manual viewpoint manipulation makes use of the hands’ movement to control virtual locomotion, by 

either grabbing the air (Mapes and Moshell 1995) or using camera rotation by hand (De Boeck and 

Raymaekers 2007). 
 

In Steering, user input is necessary to specify the direction and speed of the movement, which can be 

either done by using either the hands or head (Boulic 2008). 

Target-based travel relies on the specification of the destination and direction point. Afterwards, the 

system handles the movement. This can be either instantaneous (jumping to the new location) or feature 

a transitional movement (Cordeiro et al. 2016; Hachet et al. 2008).  

In Route planning, the user, while in motion or before starting the movement, specifies the path to be 

taken and the system, like previously, will handle the actual movement. The user can specify the path 

by either using a map or some feature created to perform that function in the virtual world (Stoakley, 

Conway, and Pausch 1995).  

 

Figure 1.16 - Walk-in-place with Kinect camera processing. Adapted from (Bruno et al. 2017)with 
author’s permission. 
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Figure 1.17 – (A) Teleportation from current position to final position. (B) Linear movement 
from current position to final position. Adapted from (Cordeiro et al. 2016) with author’s 

permission. 

The physical movement techniques have several documented benefits (Usoh et al. 1999; Williams et al. 

2007), but the size of such treadmill-like devices, as well as the cost to set up and maintain them, has 

proved excessive. The walking in place does work, but when the virtual environment is too large, it can 

become impractical and fatiguing. The manual viewpoint manipulation techniques can also be very 

exhausting, as in the case of the previously mentioned technique. The steering techniques are normally 

generic and effective, but one of them causes more simulator sickness in virtual reality (Lackner 2014) 

due to the discrepancy between perceived motion and the visual system. The last two techniques, 

target-based travel and route planning, can also generate simulator sickness due to the automatic 

motion, but target-based travel without movement, as displayed in Fig. (1.9.A), known as teleportation, 

does not present this problem; still, (Bowman, Koller, and Hodges 1997) cautions to not use teleportation 

regularly, since it can cause the user to lose spatial awareness. 

 

1.3.4 NEW AGE IMMERSIVE COLON NAVIGATION 

 

CT Colonography is a medical exam which has the purpose of detecting lesions. When using a 

conventional 2D interface, radiologists find many problems and limitations. The controls are not easy, it 

takes too much time for each evaluation and there is a low number of CTC reports due to fatigue, as 

demonstrated in the literature section. As we observed on the previous section (1.2.2), VR can solve 

lighting problems, head movement is superior to the current WIMP (windows, icons, menus, pointers) 

interface, and finally, it produces faster, higher-quality diagnosis in the tested environments.  

With the advantages of VR in diagnostic imaging field in mind, two groups have started exploring 

immersive CTC experience. The first group to attempt it used CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual 
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Environment) (Mirhosseini et al. 2015). The user was placed the user in a room, while the 

gastrointestinal walls where projected onto the room walls. Although the conclusions seem positive 

(potential improvement in terms of examination time and accuracy), this type of setup is unrealistic in 

terms of a real clinic’s CTC evaluation room, besides the fact that it is still not a real 3D interface. 

 

Figure 1.18 - Immersive CAVE CT Colonography interface. Adapted from (Mirhosseini et al. 2015) 
with (© 2014, IEEE) permission. 

The second group used an approach similar to ours, by employing a real virtual reality setup - Oculus 

Rift (Randall et al. 2015). This study worked more like a proof of concept, since the tests done and the 

prototype itself were very limited. The prototype lacked conventional position assistance and a way to 

signalize lesions found; besides, different navigation techniques were not explored, while the use of the 

Oculus Rift HMD (Head Mounted Display) does not allow the user to walk inside the colon while walking 

in the real world. Still, the conclusions from the three professional users were mostly positive. All three 

reported that the immersive environment was better than anticipated and clearly improved on the tedious 

and complex movement done with the mouse in the conventional setting, however a more quantitative 

test was not done. Also, some predicted that it would be a greater benefit for those without much 

experience, due to the easier manoeuvring, and the overall faster diagnosis, as a result of lack of 

distraction, combined with reduced fatigue. The negative aspects were that, as explained before, the 

prototype presented was limited in some areas. As explained by one of the radiologists, to diagnose 

while using CTC additional information, e.g., the current location in the colon, supportive CT slices, the 

ability to mark suspicious areas, etc. Without these, the medical professionals concluded that while this 

work was revolutionary, it still had a long way to go. 

 

1.4 SCOPES AND OBJECTIVES 

 

The main objective of this thesis is to explore how can virtual reality (VR) help the visualization and 

readability of medical images and 3D models in CT colonography, what can be improved in similar works 

and what is the best way to navigate inside the human colon. To achieve this objective, a VR application 

will be developed, making it possible for the user to be placed in different scenarios with different tools 

to analyse the colon and all its components. Different skills from different subject studied during the 
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course will be used, alongside such new tools as the Unity3D and VR systems. The most predominant 

goals to be achieved are:  

- Create a three-dimensional model of the colon based on real CT images; 

- Implement different techniques of navigation that are regularly used in confined environments, 

as well as a new navigation technique; 

- Develop tools that are systematically used in modern CT colonography software; 

- Evaluate user response and performance to navigation inside confined spaces; 

- Obtain significant feedback, concerning the developed prototype, from specialized medical 

professionals.  
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CHAPTER II 

2 METHODOLOGY  

 

As explained in previous sections of this thesis, the focus of our work was to explore how can VR help 

with the readability and understandability of the CT model. To do this, a prototype was created to perform 

a CT Colonography procedure in a VR environment. We also implemented numerous additional tools 

normally used in conventional CTC to help the radiologist to perform a correct diagnosis. The prototype 

was developed using the Unity3D platform (version 5.5.1f1). In this chapter, all 3D models created and 

functionalities available in CAVE COLON will be explained. 

 

2.1 UNITY3D 

 

Unity3D is a game development environment and IDE developed by Unity Technologies. Since it was 

created with video game development intent, its features include 2D and 3D renderers, physics model, 

collision detection, etc. It was chosen as the platform for developing the application due to its low barrier 

to entry, extensive documentation library and built-in support for VR devices such as HTC Vive, Oculus 

Rift, etc. For HTC Vive, specifically, there is a package called SteamVR (Corporation 2016) that helps 

to connect to HTC Vive controllers and headset in the Unity3D Editor and in scripts. 

The main programming language used was C#, due to its similarity to Java, since both use the same 

programming paradigm, object-oriented programming (OOP).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 - Example of the Unity’s environment and the Editor interface. 
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2.2 3D MODEL 
 

The most important feature of the software developed in this thesis is the ability to navigate in numerous 

ways though the colon. To do this, it is necessary to create a three-dimensional model of the human 

colon and its centerline, in order to achieve the intended immersion. 

The 3D model was created using CT images and by following a well described geometric modelling 

pipeline, as shown in Fig. (3.2) (Lopes 2013). 

 

Figure 2.2 - Geometric modelling pipeline to build a 3D model from CT images. 

The most important thing to consider while creating a 3D model from a stack of 2D medical images is 

how to extract the most relevant information from said images. To do this, we used a method called 

global thresholding, which simply partitions the image by the intensity value of each pixel, but this has 

a drawback, since it may classify points that do not belong, because they have the same intensity value. 

So, to partition the images into well-defined, and homogeneous boundaries, the global thresholding 

method was complemented with a semi-automatic approach, the active contours method in the ITK-

SNAP software 2016 version 3.6. The active contour model, known as Snakes, is based on Partial 

Differential Equation and works by placing these snakes onto the image (inside the region to be 

segmented); as the iteration of the algorithm adds up, the snakes are attracted by pixels similar to the 

original ones, and, most importantly, to pixels with high values inside the algorithm, such as lines and 

edges. This method ends by user command or when the snakes cannot evolve anymore, meaning that 

the segmentation, if done correctly, is finished. After segmentation is over, the ITK-SNAP uses the 

marching cubes algorithm to create the final 3D mesh, in accordance with the methodology defined 

in the following reference, (Ribeiro, Fernandes, and Lopes 2009), where a more detailed explanation 

and understanding of these concepts can be found. 
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Figure 2.3 - (A) CT image before any processing; (B) CT image with low-pass filter applied, and, 
two snakes (red circles); (C) The active contour model in progress; (D) Final CT image with the 

colon segmented. 

 

Figure 2.4 - Evolution of the segmented volume as the Snakes algorithm iterates. 

Since the volume obtained by the previous step has a rough surface and a not quite natural look, it was 

imported into another software, ParaView 5.3.0, to eliminate undesired mesh artifacts through a cycle 

of smoothing and decimating operations, Fig. (3.5). The smoothing operation is done by the application 

of a low-pass filter onto the surface and its nodes, acting upon the nodes positions relative to its 

neighbor’s positions, meaning that the nodes will change configuration, which will make the overall 

surface appear smoother. The decimation operation removes triangles from the mesh, generally nodes 

that the algorithm deems as unimportant. After the percentage of nodes to be removed (set by user) is 

achieved, the algorithm stops, and the final mesh is displayed. 
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Figure 2.5 - Before and after two cycles of smoothing and decimation. 

After being satisfied with the final result, Blender 2.78, a 3D creation software, is used simply to convert 

its file format to .obj, since Unity3D cannot use .ply (ASCII) file format that ParaView exports. 

Finally, it is still necessary to extract the centerline of the object. To do this, a GitHub software was used, 

available at (Tagliasacchi et al. 2012b), that solved the skeletonization problem of a 3D mesh by using 

the mean curvature flow (MCF) (Tagliasacchi et al. 2012a). MCF is commonly used in surface fairing, 

and turning that into an advantage, Tagliasacchi et al. took its area minimizing feature to an extreme 

and collapsed the mesh geometry to obtain a skeletal structure. The collapse of the mesh geometry can 

be seen in the next figure, where after several iterations of the algorithm, the centerline, i.e. the skeletal 

structure, of the model is finally extracted.  

 

Figure 2.6 – Evolution from 3D model to its centerline by formulating skeletonization via MCF 
and its implementation on the Unity’s Editor.  

The CT images used in this process were extracted from the The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA), a 

service that hosts a large archive of medical images of cancer accessible for public download, available 

at the following citation (Smith et al. 2015). In this archive, there are more than 800 studies for CTC 

only, divided into three collections: No polyp found, 6 to 9mm and Larger than 10mm. There is also an 

.xls file for each collection specifying the location (slice number) of each polyp found in the images, but 

most of the time the polyp doesn’t seem to be where it is described. Besides this problem, the images 
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can also display traces of the contrast liquid used in the exam, normally depicted in white; in the process 

of creating the three-dimensional model, the application of the low-pass filter makes this part of the 

image nonexistent, as we can see in Fig. (3.7). While most of the time that can be ignored due to its low 

amount, sometimes the amount is too high, and the model becomes too spoiled to be used. Thus, after 

looking through more than 30 studies, we found one set of images with almost no liquid, a large, quite 

visible polyp, and, even a number of diverticula, Fig. (3.9).  

 

Figure 2.7 - CT image in supine position with a large amount of contrast liquid. The use of a 
low-pass filter removes crucial parts of the CT image. Red arrows explicitly show where the 

contrast liquid is accumulated. 

 

Figure 2.8 - Demonstration of a 3D model that had large amounts of contrast liquid in the CT 
images. 

 

Figure 2.9 - CT images from a patient with diverticula (left) and one polyp (right, >10mm). 
Zoomed images on the far right. 
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Such was the case of the subject ID “CTC-3105759107”; it was found in the collection with polyps Larger 

than 10mm, and contained a prone and a supine scan. Further information about the patient was not 

available: only by analyzing the images it was possibly to conclude that it was a male.  

 

Figure 2.10 - Final model (.obj file format) to be used in user testing. 

 

2.3 CAVE COLON – AN INTERACTIVE VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEM FOR IMMERSED CT 

COLONOGRAPHY 

 

Virtual reality is, by definition, “the use of computer technology to create the effect of an interactive three-

dimensional world in which the objects have a sense of spatial presence.”(Bryson 2013).  To achieve 

the effect of navigating in CAVE-like environments, like inside the colon, several different technologies 

must interact with the human senses. Nowadays, the core part of most VR systems is the Head Mounted 

Display (HMD) that gives the user a view of the computer-generated environment. 

 

Figure 2.11 – The most popular HMDs: Playstation VR, HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. 

The HMD is generally a form of head-mounted goggles that has a display in front of one (monocular 

HMD) or both eyes (binocular HMD). Most current-generation HMDs have features like position-tracking, 

head-tracking, and even hand-tracking.  
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For this thesis, the VR system chosen was the HTC Vive, mainly because of its easy manipulation on 

Unity, due to the Steam VR package, and the small setup needed for it to work. The HTC Vive was 

developed by HTC and Valve Corporation and first released in April of 2016. The setup consists of two 

base stations that emit Infrared (IR) lasers, the binocular HMD itself that contains thirty-two IR sensors, 

which make it possible to track user position and direction, and, finally, the two controllers, each with 

nineteen IR sensors. In Fig. (3.12) and Fig. (3.13), a conventional setup is displayed.  

 

Figure 2.12 - Conventional HTC Vive setup. Adapted from (www.vive.com). 

 

Figure 2.13 – Regular setup in IT-Medex laboratory. 1 – Base stations; 2 – HTC Vive controllers; 
3 – HTC Vive HMD.  

 

http://www.vive.com/
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The CAVE COLON prototype is a multiscale virtual reality platform that allows the user to inspect the 

colon model and navigate inside it from three different navigation modes. It also comes with several 

tools that are necessary to do an efficient diagnosis.   

 

2.3.1 ARCHITECTURE 
 

The prototype runs on a single computer at a constant 60+fps (frames per second). The computer needs 

to have a high end graphical card (GTX 970 or higher recommended), since VR applications can be 

quite graphically intense.  

After the scene is set in Unity and the settings are established correctly, the CAVE COLON application 

starts by following the application architecture laid out in Fig. (3.14). It has three main sections, the input 

module, the scripting module and the output module.  

The input module is composed by the two controllers from the HTC Vive package; inside the VR world, 

its trackpad becomes a circular menu with seven options, which will be explained in detail in section 

3.3.1.3. 

The output module provides visualization platforms to the user and, if needed, to a secondary user. It 

is composed by the HTC Vive HMD, which allows an immersive experience, by allowing a free head 

and body movement in the virtual world. Also it is used an external monitor that displays the view of the 

scene, as well as, if needed, extra data to the secondary user. 

 

 

Figure 2.14 - CAVE COLON software architecture. 
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2.3.2 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 
 

There are two major ways of analyzing the volume, namely from outside and from inside the colon 

model, Fig (3.15). In the Outside view, Fig. (3.16), the model is almost as tall as the user and floating 

above the ground, to make the user be able to quickly analyze the colon either from outside or from 

inside, while the Luminal view can make the user feel claustrophobic, Fig. (3.17). 

 

Figure 2.15 - Outside view and Luminal view from the user’s eyes perspective. 

 

Figure 2.16 – Photo manipulation to create the representation of the Outside view from another 
perspective. 
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Figure 2.17 - Photo manipulation to create the representation of the Luminal view from another 
perspective. 

It is important to have this kind of view (Outside view, Fig. (3.16)), because there are certain conditions 

that can be diagnosed by looking at the colon’s appearance and geometry, e.g., diverticulosis, Fig. 

(3.18), or tortuous colon. It also gives the medical professional a general overview of the colon’s size 

(section relative to other sections) and healthiness, besides the quality of the model preparation.  

 

Figure 2.18 - Diverticulosis in both real setting and in Outside view. (Left) adapted from (Wei 
Toh, Hong, and Blomberg 2016). 

Additionally, the model walls are permeable, meaning that it is possible, by moving the head towards 

the model walls, to see the insides. As it will be explained in a further section, in the Luminal view the 

navigation can be quite rigid, which does not allow for a quick overview, making the Outside view ideal 

for a quick look inside the colon. 
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Figure 2.19 - User view after 'sticking' the head inside the colon model in the Outside view. 

When the user enters the Luminal view for the first time, he is sent to the initial section of the journey, 

which was defined as the rectum instead of the cecum, this being the norm for conventional CTC. The 

reason is that CTC, as was already explained, can be also used as an auxiliary method for surgery 

and/or colonoscopy, so starting at the rectum makes it more coherent with how the other exams are 

done. The user is dimensioned to be able to reach the gastrointestinal walls by walking in the room 

where the prototype is running. Since the journey is a pre-rendered path it is important for the user to 

be in the right place to avoid crashing against the colon walls or, even worse, moving out of the 

gastrointestinal tube. To help the user reposition himself after he is done exploring the walls of the colon, 

a virtual blue ring was placed around the user’s head, withing which he is certain that no virtual 

anomalies will occur.  

The HTC Vive controllers are used to perform some regular features of conventional CTC. To help the 

user adapt faster, a virtual menu was created in the controllers, as shown in Fig. (3.20). This menu only 

appears if the user is pressing the trackpad with a finger; it helps the user to visualize what each button 

does. This menu was only conceived for the Luminal view, since the Outside view doesn’t require 

many buttons, but this will be dealt with in the following section. 
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Figure 2.20 - When the user touches the touchpad on the HTC controllers, the virtual menu 
appears. 

As being thrown inside the colon can be quite a confusing experience, we designed some features to 

help the user orient themselves. Sometimes, the user finds himself looking at the gastrointestinal wall, 

unaware of where the path is. To assist him, a path has been rendered, following the points of its 

centerline. 

 

Figure 2.21 - Rendering of the path. 
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Finally, the direction was also displayed. After the path was rendered, the only thing missing was to 

show in what way is the user moving. To do this, two arrows were placed at about waist height, one 

pointing into the small bowel way and the other pointing to the anus, the former colored green and the 

latter colored red, to match the virtual menu schematics.  

 

Figure 2.22 - Two arrows that help the user situate himself in case of momentary disorientation. 
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2.3.3 INTERACTION  
 

To interact in CAVE COLON, all that is needed is two HTC Vive controllers. We believe that this will 

help the users have a faster adaptation of the prototype and can even be easier to learn. When the 

application starts, the user just has to make sure that the controllers are visible to the base stations. The 

next figure helps the reader to familiarize with the button schematics. 

 

Figure 2.23 - HTC Vive controller schematics. Adapted from (www.vive.com). 

The interaction depends on what view the user is, which means that for each view (Outside view and 

Luminal view) there are different actions that can be performed. The next table introduces the user to 

all actions possible in CAVE COLON as well as the buttons needed.  

Table 2.1 - Command mapping in CAVE COLON prototype. 

VIEW ACTION BUTTON COMMAND 

OUTSIDE 

Rotate the Model Trackpad Left 

Reset Rotation Trigger Left 

Initial Spot Selection Grip Left 

LUMINAL 

Automatic CT Slices Trackpad + Up Left 

3D Map Trackpad + Left Left 

Polyp List Trackpad + Right Left 

Ruler Trackpad + Left + Grip Right 

Marker Trackpad + Right + Grip Right 

Move Forward and Backward Trackpad + Up/Down Right 

BOTH Change View Trigger Right 
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Since the commands ‘Rotate the Model’ and ‘Reset Rotation’ from Outside view are self-explanatory, 

these will not be explained. The rest are more complex and in the next pages they will be explained with 

more detail. 

 

Initial Spot Selection  

When the user first enters the inside of the colon, he is teleported to the rectum, for reasons already 

explained. However, while that is a good idea for the first trip, the user might want to revisit other parts 

of the colon for a more detailed look. To do this, with the help of a semi-transparent pointer that hovers 

above the left controller, he can point to any spot on the holographic colon model and, by pressing the 

grip button, his position inside the colon is instantly shifted. For user feedback, when the operation is 

successful the pointer turns, for a brief second, green. When the user presses again the button to 

transport himself to the inside of the colon, he will be at the desired spot.  

 

Figure 2.24 - Selecting a specific spot to start navigation. The green cylinder above the 
controller shows when the operation is successful. 
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Automatic CT Slices 

One of the main tools in the conventional CTC is the possibility of seeing in real time a CT slice of the 

current position, which helps the radiologist to, not only analyze and connect the three-dimensional 

images to the two dimensional slices, but also to study other information concerning  structures outside 

the colon (Randall et al. 2015). It is also important because other elements, i.e., feces and contrast 

liquid, can look like polyps and with CT images at hand the distinction between real polyps and other 

structures is easy to make. 

To activate this function, the user just has to press the corresponding button on the virtual menu that 

appears on the left controller trackpad. There are three types of CT slices: Axial, Sagittal and Coronal, 

and these are attached to a virtual tablet that hovers above the left controller, as we can see in Fig. 

(3.26). Besides the three slices, the virtual tablet also shows the current image and the total number of 

images for that specific slice.  

 

Figure 2.25 - Display of the CT slices. User is next to a polyp and the same is shown in the CT 
images, next to the red arrows. 

The current slice automatically changes to the next slice as the user is moving through the 

gastrointestinal tract. This is done by allowing the tablet to have full access to the location of the user at 

each frame. Inside a script that runs when the application starts, the three-dimensional model is “divided” 

into sections for the x,y and z directions, more exactly, into (number of useful CT images – 1) sections 

for each direction, i.e., images that show the organ we are studying and not those out-of-bounds. When 

the user is moving, the tablet can change the corresponding image whenever the user moves to a new 

section. 
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Ruler 

One key objective in CTC is to investigate the polyp population; thus, besides seeing the polyps, it is 

necessary to measure them to be sure whenever they are dangerous or not. After selecting the ruler 

option on the menu, a small virtual screen and a laser appear on top of the right controller. To measure 

a distance, the user needs to aim the laser to the wall, and press the grip button; in response, a white 

dot appears. When two dots are placed a line will connect them and the distance, in mm, will appear on 

the virtual screen. Then, it is possible to save this measurement to classify it as a polyp or discard the 

measurement if the user deems it insignificant. The controller and an example measurement are shown 

in the following figure.   

 

Figure 2.26 - Measurement of a polyp. The size of the polyp is displayed above the command. 

 

To be able to make the correct measurements it is necessary to previously check the CT resolution of 

the current model, and find the linear equation between a distance unit from the CT images and the 

Unity’s distance unit.  
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Polyp List 

After saving a distance and classifying it, an automatic entry will be added to the polyp list. This list 

compiles all the polyps found, as well as their classification and their distance to the rectum, an important 

measurement if surgery is being planned. Should there be many items on the list, it may be necessary 

to use the scroll up/down action, which is done by moving the finger up or down in the trackpad of the 

left controller. An example is shown below. 

 

Figure 2.27 - List of polyps, their classification, size and distance to rectum. 
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Marker 

The user can also mark other disorders that he might find inside the bowels he is visiting. This feature 

was not created with any disorder in mind, but simply with the intent of giving the user the possibility to 

mark anything he sees fit. To do this, after activating the marker option on the virtual menu, the user 

simply points the laser to the reference wall and by pressing the grip button a white marker will be left.  

 

Figure 2.28 - Marking a suspicious tissue. 

 

Move Forward and Backward 

Besides being able to walk inside the virtual world by walking in the real world to analyze his immediate 

surroundings, the user can also travel the gastrointestinal tract through its centerline. By opening the 

virtual menu on the right controller, it is possible to press and hold the move forward virtual button to 

make the user move and release it to stop the movement, as well as the opposite movement. The speed 

can be changed, but a pre-determined button hasn’t been assigned to do it, since in user testing that 

would not be permitted. In Fig. (3.30), it is possible to see the button being pressed. To make the path 

smoother for a better user experience, the centerline was interpolated into a Hermite spline with the help 

of an already built package for Unity, (Fouletier 2014), Fig. (3.31). Hermite splines are normally used to 

interpolate a set of numerical data in order to find a smoother continuous function; in this case, a smooth 

path was essential to prevent possible cybersickness. 
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Figure 2.29 – Pressing the virtual button to move forward makes the user move forward on the 
predefined path. 

 

Figure 2.30 - In green, simple dot-to-dot connection of the centerline points. In red, application 
of the Hermite interpolation to the centerline points for smoother curves.  
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3D Map 

While inside the model, it is hard to know where the user is just by looking around, since the 

gastrointestinal track looks quite homogeneous from the inside. To help the user, a translucid, smaller 

model of the exact same colon was created to track the user position in real time. It can be activated by 

pressing the corresponding button on the left controller’s virtual menu. Just like the CT slices, when it is 

active, this smaller model hovers on the upper part of the left controller, as it is possible to see in Fig. 

(3.32). Also, if the user has previously saved any polyps or set any markers those will also appear in the 

map with the corresponding colour, for an easy perception of what is where.  

 

Figure 2.31 - 3D translucid model and real-time location of the user can be seen above the left 
controller. 

 

2.3.4   NAVIGATION 
 

Regarding the navigation techniques explained in the literature section, we believe that neither one of 

them would be successful in an environment that is really straightforward, so we proposed to do a simple 

pre-defined path with movement associated with user input. Physical movement can be explored when 

the walk-in-place is better implemented, but for the purpose of a medical exam, professionals would get 

fatigued and exhausted from reviewing exams, just like the manual viewpoint manipulation. Steering 

wasn’t considered since the colon is a one-way structure, so the user, even though he would have total 

movement control, would not need it, since he can already travel the full length of the colon through its 
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centerline. Target-based travel was not chosen because the path, as explained before, is pre-defined. 

However, we used the teleport even though not done directly, since the colon is a structure difficult to 

navigate and if the user could jump from side to side, he would lose all his spatial awareness. Still, it 

was somewhat applied in the Select Initial Spot action, where the position of the user inside the model 

is teleported. Route planning was not even considered, since the path already exists.   

The camera navigation techniques proposed for the CAVE COLON were Fly-Through, Fly-Over and 

Elevator. When the user is moving through the colon, he is expected to be in the center of a blue circle 

that forms in the virtual world to prevent him from hitting a virtual wall.  

 

Fly-Through 

Just like in conventional CTC, this navigation technique will make the user feel inside a cave. The virtual 

camera will follow the path without the need for the user to move his head. He can, however, move his 

head to see what is behind, below or above him. The following image shows the schematic of what 

happens when the user changes directions. 

 

Figure 2.32 - Schematic showing how the camera moves during Fly-Through navigation. 

 

Fly-Over 

The Fly-Over in this application has a difference from the original Fly-Over: instead of breaking the 

model in half, it just analyzes the volume from a perpendicular perspective. There is no need to break it 

in half, because the user can just move his head in a 360º angle to see every wall. The camera will 

automatically keep the perpendicular perspective in the eyes of the user, but as before the user can 

simply move his head to see the remaining of the colon. As before, a schematic is shown below. 
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Figure 2.33 - Schematic showing how the camera moves during Fly-Over navigation. 

 

Elevator mode 

The Elevator mode navigation technique doesn’t move the camera’s angle rotations, making it all user 

responsibility, which makes for a more natural head rotation and, thus, possibly, less cybersickness 

during the VR trip, but it can be easier for the user to lose the sense of direction of the movement.  

 

Figure 2.34 - Schematic showing how the camera doesn’t automatically move during Elevator 
navigation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 USER EVALUATION TESTS 
 

In order to understand the viability of the CAVE COLON application, user tests were designed to 

evaluate user response and performance while experiencing this new concept in three different 

navigation modes.  

To do this, we decided to create an Easter hunt navigation VR challenge for the three different navigation 

modes implemented in this prototype: Fly-Through, Fly-Over and Elevator. This challenge consists in 

evaluating a navigation mode based on how well the user performs, in terms of “Easter eggs” found, 

time to complete the task, and, specific to VR, the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) score. This 

was the task chosen, because in some way it resembles the core of what is needed in the CTC: being 

able to find all polyps, in the complex structure that is the colon, and, while being as fast as possible. 

Since this test was made with laypeople in mind, it didn’t make sense for them to try to find polyps, like 

it happens in real CTC, due to their limited knowledge of gastrointestinal anatomy. In this case, the 

“Easter egg” was a capsule model colored in a darkish brown, Fig. (4.1), just like a brown kidney bean. 

It is, in relation to the scale of the colon model, about 110 times smaller. From now on, this capsule 

model will be referred to as “prop”. 

 

Figure 3.1 - Exemplification of how the prop looks. 

Three sets of props were created, one with nineteen and two with twenty. In these sets, the props were 

hidden in different places, mostly behind the haustral folds. Two or three of them, basically designed to 

act as the “dummy” ones, mainly, could be found at the beginning of the task to help the users 

understand what kind of prop they were looking for. All sets were made with the same difficulty level 
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and cycled in a randomized order for each test. To count the props found, the user has, just like with 

previous actions, a specific button in the virtual menu on the left controller. As we can see in Fig. (4.2), 

the left button adds, and the right button subtracts, in case the user makes a double click or wrongly 

adds a prop that he had already added. To display the number of actual props found, a very simple 

screen that hovers above the controller shows the current score.  

 

Figure 3.2 – Left controller on the laypeople test. It adds and subtracts when the relevant 
virtual button is pressed. 

The time to complete the task was also a metric to evaluate each different navigation technique. Besides 

the total time of the task, the time spent moving forward, the time spent moving backwards and the time 

during which the user is not moving were all considered. Time started counting as soon as the user 

began moving forward and only stopped after the final point had been reached. To help the user know 

that he had reached the end of the path, the virtual screen that previously showed the current number 

of ‘props’ found changed to “You finished!”.  

The SSQ score was also considered, since some experiences in VR can give cybersickness symptoms. 

This score was first described and developed by (Kennedy et al. 1993). It was not a primary criterion for 

this user test, but in case of a draw in terms of navigation it would act as a tiebreaker criterion. To 

calculate this score, we copied the original questionnaire, which included 16 questions specifically 

focused on symptoms such as fatigue, vertigo, nausea, etc. (full questionnaire available in the Appendix 

section), scored from None to Severe (None, Slight, Moderate, Severe).  Each one of these symptoms 

is tied to one of three subscales: Nausea (N), Oculomotor problems (O) and Disorientation (D). The 
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scores from each subscale were summed and a weight factor applied to each of them. The weights for 

N, O and D were, respectively, 9.54, 7.58,13.92. The final weighted scores were summed and multiplied 

by 3.74, as explained in (Kennedy et al. 1993). The full calculation is displayed below: 

 𝑆𝑆𝑄𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = ((𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 × 9.54) + (𝑂𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑  × 7.58) + (𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 × 13.92)) × 3.74. (1) 

 

This questionnaire is filled before and after navigation, in order to compare the two scores. Since for this 

test each user had to try the three navigation modes, four cybersickness questionnaires were used, with 

the questionnaire ‘before’ the second and third navigation being the same as the one ‘after’ the first and 

second.  

To avoid biased results caused by the order of the navigation modes, it was decided to do a minimum 

of eighteen user tests, which means three of every possible composition (3! = 6 different compositions).  

Besides the cybersickness questionnaire, there was also a profile questionnaire, as well as another two 

questionnaires for opinions, one for each navigation technique and one for the interface used in the 

prototype. The content of each questionnaire is easily available in the Appendix section.   

 

3.2 PARTICIPANTS 

 

In this laypeople test, eighteen participants (13 male and 5 female) have volunteered to cooperate, with 

ages ranging from 18 to 25 years old [Mean (M) = 21.94; Standard Deviation (SD) = 1.98]. Most 

participants had a background in either Biomedical, Informatics or Electronic Engineering. About 66.6% 

of the users never used any VR system, while the remaining 34.4% stated that their use was rare (less 

than once a month). It was also asked if the user suffered from claustrophobia, with only one out of the 

eighteen answering positive. 

 

Figure 3.3 - Users navigating inside the human colon. On the left, the user is checking the 
actual number of props, while in the right, the user is exploring. 
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3.3 USER TEST RESULTS 

 

3.3.1 OBJECTIVE DATA RESULTS 

 

Objective data, the total time of each journey and the percentage of props found, were automatically 

saved in a .csv file after each trip to the human colon. In order to understand which navigation mode is 

deemed superior, the mean and median values were considered, and a statistical study was carried out.  

 

Total Time 

Originally, the intention was to analyse the total time of the tests, including the moments in which the 

user was moving backwards or standing still, but after the end of the study that was deemed neither 

possible nor statistically important. This happened simply because the users barely used the backwards 

function. With that being said, there being no backwards movement, the time moving forward was 

literally the same in all users, since the velocity was the same for everyone, which means that the total 

time and the standing-still time were linearly connected, so it only made sense to study one of them.  

After a superficial analysis, it is possible to say that there are subtle, but important differences in time 

between the three navigation modes. 

 

Figure 3.4 – Boxplot for each navigation mode in relation to the completion time in seconds. 
The graphic presents the median, first and third interquartile ranges (boxes) and 95% 

confidence interval (whiskers). 
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There was obtained a mean completion time of (M = 273.91; SD = 100.05) in the Fly-Through navigation, 

(M = 305.53; SD = 124.38) in the Fly-Over navigation and (M = 325.63; SD = 131.68) in the Elevator 

navigation. Regarding the median (MDN) value, Fly-Through had the value of (MDN = 239.12; IQR = 

170.37), Fly-Over had (MDN = 257.60; IQR = 171.28) and Elevator had (MDN = 305.61; IQR = 214.50).  

A normality test, known as a Shapiro-Wilk test, was performed, and it came out negative for this set of 

data. So, in order to compare these three navigation modes in terms of time, it was decided to use the 

Friedman test. The p-value was 0.002 which is statistically significant, so in order to understand which 

is better, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed in groups of two. Below is a table with the results: 

Table 3.1 - Statistical values (Z and p-value) of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in regard to total 
time in each navigation mode. 

 FLY-THROUGH FLY-OVER ELEVATOR 

FLY-THROUGH - - - 

FLY-OVER (Z = -2.548; p = 0.011) - - 

ELEVATOR (Z = -2.983; p = 0.003) (Z = -1.586; p = 0.113) - 

 

When comparing the Fly-Through with the Fly-Over and the Fly-Through with the Elevator there is 

statistical significance in both these cases which means that, firstly, when performing both Fly-Through 

and Fly-Over navigation, the Fly-Over will be more likely to take more time, secondly, the same will 

happen when performing both Fly-Through and Elevator mode, where in this case, Elevator will be more 

likely to take more time. In regard to the final comparison, Fly-Over and Elevator, even though when 

looking at the mean it seems that one is actually faster than the other, in reality there is no statistical 

significance supporting that premise. So, for this variable (time) it’s possible to conclude that the Fly-

Through will likely take less time than the Elevator and or the Fly-Over. 
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Percentage of props found 

The preliminary results for the percentage of props found in each navigation mode seem to match the 

results found in conventional CTC navigation.  

 

Figure 3.5 - Boxplot for each navigation mode in relation to the mean percentage of props 
found. The graphic presents the median, first and third interquartile ranges (boxes) and 95% 

confidence interval (whiskers). 

There was a mean percentage of props found of (M = 0.73; SD = 0.19) in the Fly-Through navigation, 

(M = 0.79; SD = 0.16) in the Fly-Over navigation and (M = 0.68; SD = 0.21) in the Elevator navigation. 

Regarding the median value, Fly-Through had the value of (MDN = 0.78; IQR = 0.26), Fly-Over had 

(MDN = 0.80; IQR = 0.24) and Elevator had (MDN = 0.68; IQR = 0.31).  

Just like previously, this set of data did not follow a normal distribution. For that reason, both tests made 

previously were repeated with the new data. The Friedman test returned a p-value of 0.005, which 

means that this variable is statistically significant. With the positive value from the previous test, 

Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were required to evaluate the navigation modes in groups of two.  

Table 3.2 - Statistical values (Z and p-value) of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in regard to 
percentage of props found in each navigation mode. 

 FLY-THROUGH FLY-OVER ELEVATOR 

FLY-THROUGH - - - 

FLY-OVER (Z = -1.846; p = 0.065) - - 

ELEVATOR (Z = -1.113; p = 0.266) (Z = -3.314; p = 0.001) - 

 

From the information above, it is possible to conclude three things. Firstly, there is no statistical 

significance between the Elevator mode and the Fly-Through. Secondly, there is an obvious statistical 
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significance between Fly-Over and Elevator mode, which means that when both navigation modes are 

being employed, the user is more likely to find more props when navigating in Fly-Over mode in 

comparison with the Elevator mode. Finally, while there isn’t statistical significance when comparing Fly-

Over and Fly-Through, the p-value is close to it, which deems for more metrics to compare. In 

conclusion, the Fly-Over mode is better than the Elevator mode, for this variable, but there is no 

statistical significance when comparing Fly-Over and Fly-Through; still, the mean value of the Fly-Over 

is notoriously higher (0.79 vs. 0.73), but their median is rather close (0.80 vs. 0.78).  

 

3.3.2 SUBJECTIVE DATA RESULTS 

 

To evaluate the subjective data, i.e., quantitative data that comes from questionnaires, we took into 

consideration two Likert Scale 6 questionnaires (1 - Totally disagree and 6 – Totally agree), besides the 

SSQ (0 - None and 3 - Severe) that the participants filled over time during the test. These two Likert 

Scale 6 questionnaires focused on the navigation techniques and the interface used, while the SSQ 

dealt with the symptoms that the participant might have felt during each trip.  

After the SSQ score was calculated, with Eq. (1), it was also analysed. Even though it is transformed 

into a final value, it still corresponds to subjective data since the participants filled a survey about how 

they felt after each trip. The preliminary SSQ score results are displayed below. 

 

Figure 3.6 - Boxplot for each navigation mode in relation to the mean difference of SSQ score 
(after – before the navigation mode).  The graphic presents the median, first and third 

interquartile ranges (boxes) and 95% confidence interval (whiskers). 

The mean and the standard deviation score for each of the navigation modes were (M = 27.37; SD = 

134.87) for the Fly-Through, (M = 83.12; SD = 133.78) for the Fly-Over and, finally, (M = 225.95; SD = 
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277.31) for the Elevator. Concerning the median values, Fly-Through had the value of (MDN = 0.00; 

IQR = 234.63), Fly-Over had the value of (MDN = 26.03; IQR = 141.88) and the Elevator had the value 

of (MDN = 75.66; IQR = 144.44).  

Like previously, a normality test was executed and found that this set of data does not follow a normal 

curve. The Friedman test was once again done, but in this case the p-value = 0.410, which means that 

no statistical significance was found when comparing these three navigation modes in terms of SSQ 

score difference.   

After each trip into the human colon, each user had to fill the navigation survey regarding the navigation 

technique he had just completed. There were five statements that the user had to classify in terms of 

the previously mentioned Likert scale: “It’s useful”; “It’s easy to understand in which direction you are 

moving”; “You were disoriented”; “It’s easy to find the ‘props’”; “You counted the same ‘prop’ twice”.  

In regard to the usefulness, the users saw the Fly-Through and the Elevator as the most useful 

navigation modes: 6/6 (since Likert scales are ordinal scales, the value presented is the median), while 

the Fly-Through was also the easiest to understand the way of movement, 6/6. In Fly-Through navigation 

mode the disorientation median was 1/6, while in the other two navigation modes it was significantly 

higher, at 3.5/6 (Fly-Over) and 3/6 (Elevator) (1 – Totally disagree and 6 – Totally agree). In the last two 

statements, the difference between the three navigation modes was not significant, but the final one 

presented an interesting fact.  

When the user was asked if he thought that he had counted the same ‘prop’ twice, the median was 2, 

2.5 and 1.5, for Fly-Through, Fly-Over and Elevator, respectively. In this laypeople test 54 trips (18 users 

in 3 navigation modes) to the human colon took place, and in about 20 trips, users counted the same 

‘prop’ at least once. The navigation mode in which this happened the most, with about 50% of the errors, 

was the Elevator, the same navigation technique that laypeople found to be the least prone to error in 

terms of navigation technique. 

All information is presented below, Table (4.3). 

Table 3.3 - Median and IQR for the navigation mode questionnaire. 

 FLY-THROUGH FLY-OVER ELEVATOR 

It’s useful 6 (0.75) 5 (2) 6 (1.75) 

It’s easy to understand 

in which direction you 

are moving 

6 (0) 5 (2) 5 (2) 

You were disoriented 1 (1) 3.5 (3) 3 (3) 

It’s easy to find the 

‘props’ 
5 (2) 4.5 (1) 5 (1.75) 

You counted the same 

prop twice 
2 (1.75) 2.5 (2) 1.5 (1.75) 
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Regarding the interface used and the button schematic created, a small survey was also carried out, 

with the same layout as before, i.e., Likert Scale 6 questionnaire. There were three statements 

concerning the two operations available in this laypeople test. “It’s the adequate way to perform”; “It’s 

easy to perform”; “It’s easy to remember”. The results, seen on Table (4.4), were excellent, with neither 

statement going lower than 6/6. 

Table 3.4 - Median and IQR for the interface questionnaire. 

 OPERATION ‘MOVE’ OPERATION ‘COUNT’ 

It’s the adequate way to 

perform 
6 (0.75) 6 (0.75) 

It’s easy to perform 6 (0) 6 (0) 

It’s easy to remember 6 (0) 6 (0) 

 

In conclusion, these user tests helped us understand a bit more about the navigation modes in VR. The 

Elevator navigation mode is without a doubt the worse in this group of navigation modes. Even though 

users deemed it one of the most useful, it actually takes more time to complete than the Fly-Through, 

finds less props than the Fly-Over, its users get disoriented more often and it is also the most error-

prone navigation mode. All this is probably due to the fact that there is no camera orientation available. 

Users get lost more times and are less certain about what they have or have not already seen. While, 

the Fly-Over is reportedly better in conventional CTC, in VR its dominance is not clear and may be even 

questionable. It takes more time than the Fly-Through, and while on average its users find more props 

than when using the Fly-Through, that is not statistically significance and users have deemed it the most 

disorienting and less useful of all modes. It is also the harder to master, which might not be very helpful 

to an inexperienced user. 

 

3.4 PROFESSIONAL OPINION 

 

Besides the previous tests, the prototype and all its functionalities were presented to four professionals 

for their opinion and feedback. The professionals were all radiologists, two of which had specific training 

in CTC, with 2 to 10 years of specialized experience. None had any VR experience; on average the 

group of professionals examined occasionally images similar to those in CAVE COLON, i.e., CTC 

images. These tests occurred at Clínica de Oeiras – Hospital da Luz on 17 October, 2017 and at Hospital 

de São José on 30 October, 2017. A ROG G752 Laptop was used, and the tests took approximately 60 

minutes each.  

The main objective of these tests was to get the most feedback as possible in terms of the prototype’s 

usability. The user in this test was not the focus to be studied. The following methodology was used:  
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a. Presentation of the project and explanation of the objective of the test and the VR application; 

was also asked the participant his permission to take pictures and to record audio (posterior 

transcription of said audio). 

b. Brief demonstration and explanation of the functionalities available within the virtual world. After 

the explanation, the user tried the prototype and explored all functionalities, stopping by himself 

after trying everything or being stopped after 15 minutes of exploration. 

c. The participant filled a small questionnaire, concerning the interface and the functionalities 

available in the prototype.  

d. In the end, a small interview took place, allowing the participant to contribute more complex 

information. 

 

Figure 3.7 - Medical professionals exploring the interiors of the colon with the CAVE COLON 
prototype. 

During the experimentation period, the professionals commented that reading and understanding the 

CTC content while using a WIMP interface was “cumbersome” and slow and even sometimes their 

software would simply remove previous annotations. Through the experimentation period they uttered 

several exclamations like “This is going to save me hours of work!”, “I want to use this in the remaining 

reports I have left to do!” and “I really like this view, I can see clearly the diverticula’s!” (referring to the 

Outside view). 

After the experimentation period, there was a questionnaire. As previously, the questionnaire was a 

Likert Scale 6 questionnaire (1 - Totally disagree and 6 – Totally agree). The medical professionals 

deemed the prototype as really easy to use (MDN = 5.5; IQR = 1), and voiced the same opinion when 

asked if the model visualization was the most appropriate (MDN = 5; IQR = 0.75). The action’s 

questionnaire comprised three statements for all possible actions: “It’s useful”, “It’s easy to execute” and 

“It’s easy to remember”. The full results are in Table (4.5). Looking into the results, it is easily noticeable 

that the professionals found that all buttons were relatively useful, equally easy to execute and also very 

easy to remember. Finally, they were also asked about the graphical user interface (GUI). The 

professionals said that the buttons and menus very easy to use (MDN = 6; IQR = 0.75) and the visual 

path and arrows were indispensable (MDN = 6; IQR = 0).  
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Table 3.5 – Median and IQR for the actions questionnaire. 

 Movement Measure Marker 3D Map CT Images Polyp List Initial Spot 

It’s useful 6 (0.75) 6 (0) 6 (0.75) 6 (0.75) 5 (0.75) 5.5 (1) 5.5 (1) 

It’s easy to 

execute 
6 (0.75) 5.5 (1) 6 (0.75) 6 (0.75) 5.5 (1.75) 5.5 (1) 6 (0.75) 

It’s easy to 

remember 
6 (0) 6 (0) 6 (0.75) 6 (0) 6 (0.75) 6 (0.75) 6 (0.75) 

 

As mentioned previously, after filling the questionnaire, the participants were submitted to a small 

interview. Six standard questions were asked, and then discussed; they were the following: 

1. “Can you describe the conventional room setup where radiologists analysed these types of 

images?” 

2. “Do you utilize different navigation techniques in the conventional CTC?” 

3. “Do you think that having this multiscale model helps in any way?” 

4. “In regard to comfort, ergonomy or even any kind of motion sickness, how did you feel while 

using the CAVE COLON prototype?” 

5. “Was it easy to access information that was outside your point of view? Did you have a three-

dimensional perception?” 

6. “Do you think that this prototype is viable? If yes, in your opinion does it take the role of 

complementary solution or can even outdate the conventional system?” 

The most important points covered by the medical professional on this discussion were: 

a. the conventional physical setup consists of two workspaces: the workstation near the TAC 

machines where the navigation inside the colon is performed and the workplace where the 

examination of the 2D images takes place. The software setup on the 2D images examination 

follows the PACS (picture archiving and communication system) technology, where the images 

are loaded in a window divided in four: three sections for the CT slices and one for the virtual 

colon; 

b. regarding navigation techniques, they mostly use the Fly-Through, the flattening technique and 

2D images; 

c. the multiscale model is very helpful, mainly the holographic model, since it’s important to have 

a notion of the spatial distribution of the colon, while also permitting to access rapidly the 

locations that raised more doubts. The virtual reality offers an infinite screen which helps to 

better analyse and examine the outer structure since the colon can be as big as the user wants;  

d. the prototype requires some familiarisation, since there are many actions and commands, and 

the HMD can be quite heavy, which can lead to fatigue. It can be required to make frequent 

breaks while the professional gets use to using the HMDs; 

e. in the conventional procedure the camera is not always correctly placed and for that reason the 

professionals believed that accessing information outside their point of view was easy and way 
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faster than in conventional CTC due to the free rotation of the camera; 3D perception was 

present and highly useful; 

f. the professionals believe that when the prototype have all the features that resemble in the 

conventional software, reading and analysing CT Colonography images using CAVE COLON 

will outdate conventional software, but only if it’s plug-and-play, because radiologists often don’t 

have much time and only in the colon navigation, since the 2D images examination can be quite 

difficult in virtual reality; 

g. the CAVE COLON prototype and concept would benefit from having a collaborative option, 

since nowadays hospitals work a lot with multidisciplinary groups, also professionals believe 

that utilizing immersed navigation can be used in several other procedures, such as virtual 

bronchoscopy or virtual arterial endoscopy. 
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CHAPTER V 

4 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
 

4.1 CONCLUSION 
 

Finding polyps inside the inflexed structure that is the human colon can be a challenging procedure. 

Numerous complementary work has been developed over the years to help radiologists with this task, 

however most of them can be hard to learn or even master. The main problem resides in the fact that a 

WIMP interface is still being used to interact with a 3D volume.  

Virtual reality has shown recurrent benefits when used appropriately in the medical field. In this work we 

investigated the use of virtual reality incorporated in an immersive CT Colonography procedure. We also 

explored three different navigation techniques. As a result, CAVE COLON was created. 

A comprehensive experimental protocol was arranged to study which of the three navigation techniques 

under consideration was the best and fastest to help find props inside the space-confined colon. 

Eighteen participants navigated inside a human colon in three different perspectives. The results 

showed that the Fly-Through was the most comfortable, less cybersickeness-prone and fastest way to 

go through the colon. The Fly-Over was the least enjoyable to most of the users, but it was the one that 

on average helped the user to find more props. The Elevator was the worst: took more time than the 

other two methods, found less props, caused more cybersickness and was more error-prone. With these 

results we concluded that camera orientation is essential for a better diagnose and a faster reading of 

one’s surroundings. The feedback from the users showed us that the use of simple and easy to learn 

controls, namely the HTC Vive controls plus the incorporation of the virtual menu, did help the users 

understand and master the controls faster. 

A professional test with four radiologists, being two of them specialists in CTC, was scheduled in order 

for specialized feedback about the usability of CAVE COLON. All professionals felt the immersed and 

believe that this kind of visualization will become the norm in the future. The main advantage of this 

setup, in their opinion, is the speed at which radiologists will be able to examine the images and diagnose 

the patient. In their words, “conventional CTC is cumbersome and slow”, besides the fact that the 

software and hardware used are expensive. They believe that CAVE COLON is not ready for day-to-

day use simply, because it doesn’t have several features that is important in a CT Colonography 

procedure, like, fecal tagging, computer-assisted detection, prone and supine positions, etc. However, 

the main question on this work was if VR was the suitable medium to examine the virtual colon, and with 

their feedback, we believe that this work was very positive and with the implementation of said day-to-

day features we could in the future outdate the current setting. 

Virtual reality is presently an on-going and growing presence in the imaging diagnosis field. Being a 

portable and an intuitive technology, we believe that it can be useful in this field, where getting the most 

of an image or volume is the ultimate goal. CAVE COLON was declared a viable, competitive and even 
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an alternative to the conventional setting. Therefore, it is necessary to keep improving this technology 

by adding more features and acquiring a deeper understanding about navigation techniques in space-

confined environments.  

 

4.2 FUTURE WORK 
 

The explored prototype and its navigation techniques leave room for improvement and open other 

research avenues that will be analyzed in this section.   

Regarding the navigation, we think that using other navigation techniques, such as walk-in-place or 

steering, once they are improved, would be a good contribution to understanding how to maximize 

navigation in space-confined virtual environments. About the navigation techniques studied in this work: 

the Fly-Over navigation technique showed good results, but users didn’t seem to like it. The fact that the 

wall was so close to them and that they did not know where they were going caused many users to raise 

their heads often, a possible reason for their discomfort. To address these issues, we think that giving 

the possibility to scale up or down the model will help the users to be more comfortable, and then they 

will have a better view of the colon and may further benefit this view’s results. While the Fly-Through 

navigation technique didn’t achieve the results that the Fly-Over did, users found it to be the most 

comfortable and most natural way to move through the colon. During the tests, we observed that most 

users missed polyps, simply because they would “forget” to look behind some intestinal folds. 

Professionals also stated that they believe that doing an antegrade and a retrograde navigation would 

still be needed. We believe that implementing an easily accessible camera view of the user’s back would 

have a great impact in terms of discovering polyps inside the colon, just like the rear-view mirror of a 

car, and would remove the need to take both journeys. 

Regarding the prototype itself, the professionals gave some insightful points. Fecal tagging, computer-

assisted detection, changing between prone and supine positions, bigger CT images or just the use of 

the axial slice, triangulate findings from the 3D model to the CT images (final diagnosis is from the 2D 

images), user-controlled scale and lighting and being able to see the lesion from the outer wall are some 

of the features that the professionals use on their day-to-day CTC procedures and would like to be seen 

applied in this setting.  

Over the course of the work some limitations were found, most them directly correlated with the CT 

images. CT Colonography is an exam that relies heavily on the patient and on the contrast done, 

because if there is not done a correct intestinal cleaning, the images can be ruined, and the diagnosis 

and the procedure are harder to do. Future work is not exclusive to this prototype, but to all steps of 

CTC procedure. Advancements on a better intestinal preparation, image quality and processing, 

creation of better automatic pathing and model creation are necessary steps to make CTC a better 

exam. Another limitation in this work was the limited literature regarding navigation on space-confined 

environments, still we believe, just like the feedback, that the solutions created were highly appropriated. 
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Finally, the professionals’ final remark was about the concept. He explained that nowadays hospitals 

are relying increasingly on multidisciplinary teams, which means that having a cooperative CTC 

procedure would possibly prove a better way to innovate. Other medical procedures similar to CTC, like 

virtual bronchoscopy and virtual arterial endoscopy would most likely benefit from using virtual reality as 

the medium for navigation. So, creating a multi-personal immersive exploration of space-confined virtual 

environments is, possibly, the way to go, but there is still much work to be done and much to create.  
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APPENDIX  

 

APPENDIX 1 – USER TEST GUIDELINES 

GUIÃO DOS TESTES DE UTILIZADOR 

 

Vão ser testados três tipos de navegação diferentes, logo, para não haver uma tendência, serão 

efetuadas todas as combinações possíveis, ou seja, seis combinações (3!), cerca de três vezes. 

Quando o utilizador entra na sessão é-lhe logo atribuído um ID, sendo que este ID já tem a ordem das 

três navegações, como é possível ver abaixo: 

ID 
1ª 

NAVEGAÇÃO 

2ª 

NAVEGAÇÃO 

3ª 

NAVEGAÇÃO 

1 Fly-Through Fly-Over Elevador 

2 Elevador Fly-Over Fly-Through 

3 Fly-Over Fly-Through Elevador 

4 Fly-Through Elevador Fly-Over 

5 Elevador Fly-Through Fly-Over 

6 Fly-Over Elevador Fly-Through 

7 Fly-Through Fly-Over Elevador 

8 Elevador Fly-Over Fly-Through 

9 Fly-Over Fly-Through Elevador 

10 Fly-Through Elevador Fly-Over 

11 Elevador Fly-Through Fly-Over 

12 Fly-Over Elevador Fly-Through 

13 Fly-Through Fly-Over Elevador 

14 Elevador Fly-Over Fly-Through 

15 Fly-Over Fly-Through Elevador 

16 Fly-Through Elevador Fly-Over 

17 Elevador Fly-Through Fly-Over 

18 Fly-Over Elevador Fly-Through 

 

- Resumo do propósito e da necessidade deste protótipo e explicação do teste 

- Início do teste:  

1. Preenchimento do questionário de consentimento e perfil; 

2. Preenchimento do questionário de cybersickness; 

3. Preparar o utilizador e colocá-lo em modo de experimentação, para o mesmo perceber os 

comandos, bem como se habituar à RV; 

4. Iniciar o teste no tipo de navegação correto para o ID do utilizador; 

5. Após o fim da viagem, preenchimento do questionário de cybersickness, assim como o da 

opinião quanto ao tipo de viagem; 
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6. Repetir passos 4 e 5 para os dois restantes tipos de navegação; 

7. Preenchimento do questionário relativamente à interface. 

 

APPENDIX 2 – CAVE COLON USER QUESTIONNARIES 

QUESTIONÁRIO DE PERFIL 

 

ID do participante: 

 

Idade: 

 

Sexo: 

Masculino 

Feminino 

 

Habilitações: 

Ensino Secundário 

Licenciatura 

Mestrado 

Doutoramento 

Pós-Graduação 

 

Área de formação: 

 

Com que frequência utiliza sistemas de realidade virtual? 

Nunca 

<1 vez por mês 

<1 vez por semana 

1 – 5 vezes por semana 

1 vez por dia 

>1 vez por dia 
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Com que frequência joga videojogos? 

Nunca 

<1 vez por mês 

<1 vez por semana 

1 – 5 vezes por semana 

1 vez por dia 

>1 vez por dia 

 

Com que frequência participa em atividades de exploração? 

Nunca 

<1 vez por mês 

<1 vez por semana 

1 – 5 vezes por semana 

1 vez por dia 

>1 vez por dia 

 

Tem claustrofobia? 

Sim 

Não 

 

QUESTIONÁRIO DE CYBERSICKNESS 

 

ID do participante: 

 

Quando: 

Antes 

Depois 

 

Tipo de navegação: 

Fly-through 

Fly-over 

Elevador 
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Como se considera em relação a: 

 NENHUM LEVE MODERADO SEVERO 

Mal-estar 
generalizado 

    

Cansaço     

Dor de cabeça     

Vista cansada     

Dificuldade em 
manter o foco 

    

Aumento de salivação     

Sudorese     

Náusea     

Dificuldade de 
concentração 

    

“Cabeça Pesada”     

Visão embaciada     

Tontura com olhos 
abertos 

    

Tontura com olhos 
fechados 

    

Vertigem     

Desconforto 
abdominal 

    

Arroto     

 

QUESTIONÁRIO SOBRE NAVEGAÇÃO 

 

Navegação: 

Fly-through 

Fly-over 

Elevador 

 

O tipo de navegação é útil: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

Foi fácil perceber o sentido de navegação: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 
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Ficou desorientado: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

Achou fácil encontrar os ‘props’: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

Achou que marcou duas vezes o mesmo ‘prop’: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

QUESTIONÁRIO SOBRE INTERFACE 

 

A forma de efetuar a operação “andar” (frente ou trás) é adequada: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 
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A operação “andar” é fácil de realizar: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

É fácil recordar como efetuar a operação “andar”: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

A forma de efetuar a operação “contar” (adicionar ou subtrair) é adequada: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

A operação “contar” é fácil de realizar: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 
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É fácil recordar como efetuar a operação “contar”: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

APPENDIX 3 – CAVE COLON USER MANUAL 

 

A interação no protótipo CAVE COLON é feita através dos dois comandos do HTC Vive. No entanto, 

antes de iniciar a aplicação é necessário selecionar no Unity Editor o tipo de navegação pretendido.  

Existem dois modos de visualização, a vista Exterior e a vista Luminal. Quando é iniciada a aplicação, 

o utilizador está na vista Exterior.  

Na vista Exterior é apenas possível utilizar três funcionalidades: rotação do modelo holográfico, seleção 

de um local para iniciar a navegação ou recompor o modelo para o ângulo pré-definido. Nesta vista é 

apenas utilizado o controlador esquerdo. Para rodar o modelo, basta colocar o dedo no Trackpad e 

deslocar o dedo para a direção em que se pretende fazer rodar o modelo. Para colocar o modelo no 

ângulo inicial pressiona-se o botão Trigger. Para selecionar o local em que se pretende iniciar a 

viagem, o utilizador necessita de movimentar o comando para que o cilindro acima deste intersecte o 

local desejado e aí pressiona o botão Grip. Caso o utilizador tenha sido bem-sucedido, o cilindro 

anteriormente branco passará a verde durante um segundo; caso contrário, o cilindro não mudará de 

cor.  

Para mudar de vista, seja de Exterior para Luminal ou Luminal para Exterior, o utilizador tem apenas 

de pressionar o botão Trigger no controlador direito.  

Na vista Luminal, o número de funcionalidades é relativamente superior ao da vista anterior, logo de 

modo a simplificar os controlos foi criado um menu virtual. Ao ser colocado um dedo no Trackpad de 

qualquer controlador, aparece um menu virtual com as várias funcionalidades relativas ao controlador.  

No controlador esquerdo existem três funcionalidades no menu virtual, mapa 3D, imagens TAC e lista 

de pólipos. Para ativar o mapa 3D é necessário colocar o dedo no Trackpad, movimentar na direção 

do botão virtual, neste caso para a esquerda, e pressionar. Para remover o mapa 3D deverá fazer o 

mesmo. Em relação às outras duas funcionalidades deste controlador, a forma de ativá-las e desativá-

las é a mesma que no mapa 3D, no entanto as imagens TAC encontram-se na direção “para cima” do 

menu virtual e a lista de pólipos à direita.  
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As funcionalidades existentes no menu virtual do controlador direito são movimentação (frente ou trás), 

colocação de marcadores e medição de distâncias. Para o utilizador se movimentar no caminho pré-

definido basta colocar o dedo no Trackpad e movimentar para cima/baixo e pressionar de modo a voar 

para a frente/trás. Para utilizar o marcador deverá pressionar o botão virtual que existe à direita no 

Trackpad que fará aparecer um laser. Uma vez apontado o laser e pressionado o botão Grip, um 

marcador fica na parede do intestino. Finalmente, para medir uma distância, o utilizador deverá ativar 

a funcionalidade que está à esquerda do menu virtual que aparece no Trackpad. Após a sua ativação 

aparecerão um laser e um ecrã por cima do comando. O ecrã ajuda o utilizador dando instruções. Após 

apontar para o local pretendido, o utilizador pressiona o botão Grip de modo a deixar um pequeno 

marcador. Quando o faz pela segunda vez, a aplicação automaticamente conecta os dois marcadores 

com uma linha branca, surgindo no ecrã a distância entre os mesmos. Para guardar a distância, o 

utilizador pressiona o botão correspondente do menu virtual.  

APPENDIX 4 – PROFESSIONAL TEST GUIDELINES 

 

- Resumo do propósito e da necessidade deste protótipo. Explicação de que o que se está a estudar 

neste teste é a usabilidade do protótipo e não o utilizador; 

- Pedir consentimento para tirar uma foto e gravação de áudio; 

- Demonstração de todos os comandos e das duas diferentes vistas; 

- Início do teste; 

- Preenchimento de um questionário de perfil e de opinião; 

- Entrevista semi-estruturada. 

APPENDIX 5 – CAVE COLON PROFESSIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

QUESTIONÁRIO DE PERFIL E OPINIÃO 

 

PERFIL 

Idade: 

 

Género: 

Masculino 

Feminino 

 

Ocupação Profissional: 
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Anos de Especialidade: 

 

Com que frequência utiliza sistemas de realidade virtual? 

Nunca 

Ocasionalmente 

Regularmente 

 

Com que frequência analisa imagens radiológicas através de um exame de colonografia/endoscopia 

por TAC? 

Nunca  

Ocasionalmente 

Regularmente 

 

EXPERIÊNCIA DE UTILIZAÇÃO 

 

O protótipo foi fácil de usar: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

Como classifica a visualização do modelo: 

1 – Pouco adequado 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Muito adequado 
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É útil: 

 
1 – Discordo 
Totalmente 

2 3 4 5 
6 – Concordo 
Totalmente 

Movimentação 
(Frente/Trás) 

      

Medir 
Distância 

      

Marcador       
Mapa 3D       

Imagens TAC       
Lista       

Selecionar 
Local 

      

 

É fácil de executar:  

 
1 – Discordo 
Totalmente 

2 3 4 5 
6 – Concordo 
Totalmente 

Movimentação 
(Frente/Trás) 

      

Medir 
Distância 

      

Marcador       
Mapa 3D       

Imagens TAC       
Lista       

Selecionar 
Local 

      

 

É fácil recordar: 

 
1 – Discordo 
Totalmente 

2 3 4 5 
6 – Concordo 
Totalmente 

Movimentação 
(Frente/Trás) 

      

Medir 
Distância 

      

Marcador       
Mapa 3D       

Imagens TAC       
Lista       

Selecionar 
Local 

      

 

Considera que algum comando seja desnecessário ou que poderia ser realizado de forma melhor? Se 

sim, qual? 

 

Comentários/Observações Adicionais 
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INTERFACE GRÁFICA 

A disposição e utilização dos botões/menus era simples de usar: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 

As setas e o caminho são úteis: 

1 – Discordo totalmente 

2 –  

3 –  

4 –  

5 –  

6 – Concordo totalmente 

 


